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Federal Member for Petrie

All correspondence should be directed to:
The Secretary Redcliffe TPI Sub Branch
PO Box 288
Redcliffe QLD 4020

General Meetings are held at 0930 on the first Monday of each month at the Redcliffe
Bridge Club Rooms (Old Bowls Club).
BBQ on Friday following the General Meeting at Jamieson Park Scarborough.
All TPI members, prospective members and partners welcome.
DISCLAIMER: The contents of this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Redcliffe
TPI Sub Branch, the Editor, or the TPI Association unless otherwise stated.
Website: http://www.redcliffetpi.com
Secretary: famickk@yahoo.com.au
Editor: tpiredcliffe@gmail.com
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TPI REDCLIFFE
Dates to Remember
First Monday of the month – General Meeting
Friday following monthly meeting, free BBQ
Note: The following are indicative events for the months shown. There may be
some changes. TBA - dates will be confirmed, as we get closer to each event.
May
1 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
4 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
6 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
8 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
13 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
20 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
26 Goomeri Pumpkin Festival
27 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
June
TBA Barefoot Bowls - Narangba Bowling Club
3 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
5 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
7 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
12 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
19 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
26 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
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New Vehicle Sales I Pre-Owned Vehicle Sales I Service I Parts

07 3384 5700
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1.

What is the medical name for the
blood pressure cuff that doctors use?
2. Many different types of animals have
gone to war under the Australia flag,
can you name at least 5 different
animals that have gone to war with
Australia?
3. If I was climbing the “Coathanger” in Australia which city would I be in?
4. How many time zones are there in Russia?
5. What part of the body is also known as the “Hallux”?
6. As of May 2019, how many ‘Marvel’ movies have been released?
7. May was named after which Greek goddess?
8. Which animal name can also be used to mean nag or pester?
9. What spice in the kitchen has the chemical formula NaCl?
10. Who was the first person to fly in Australia
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Dietitian & Exercise Physiologist
Are you looking for expert advice on how to improve your health and wellbeing?
Ambition Health was founded by Mitch Peterman – an experienced and dedicated Dietitian and
Exercise Physiologist. Mitch is passionate about empowering people to achieve better health through
good nutrition and safe physical activity. Mitch prides himself on providing a tailored plan to each
individual based on their unique situation and circumstances.
Entitled Department of Veteran’s Affairs (DVA) clients may be referred for clinically relevant Dietitian
and/or Exercise Physiology treatment by their GP on a valid D904 referral form.
Locations:
328 Oxley Ave, Margate (next to the Golden Ox)

11/328 Gympie Rd, Strathpine

Call Mitch today on 0413 745 812 or visit www.ambitionhealth.com.au
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
There was an especially sad
moment in April when we were
told that Allan Coleman had
passed away.
For those who did not now Allan,
he was a Past President of
Redcliffe TPI, and will be remembered with great
fondness. Allan was a gentle man who served two
tours in Vietnam (RAE) including some time in the
Long Hai Hills with 8 RAR; and he carried a fragment
of an AK47 round in his shoulder ever since. Stand
down mate, your duty done, and we will miss you.
Ellen told me that she has lost her list of email addresses. I will mention this at our
May General Meeting, but if you need to contact Ellen, you can do so by email or by
private message on her Facebook page.
Our meeting on Monday 1 April was the shortest meeting I can remember. But there
were a couple of items from the State Management Committee that warrant a mention.
• Life Membership - Following on from the 2019 State AGM, a new By-Law
is being drafted to negate the previous percentage cap on life members.
Instructions will be incorporated to clearly articulate what is required in a
citation for life membership.
•

TPI Journal - In future, to ameliorate high printing and postage costs, the bi-annual
journal will be distributed electronically to those members with an email address hard copies will be sent to others. It was also decided to cap the number of pages
dedicated for advertising. If you wish to suggest an item for publication, please
contact the journal editor George Mialkowski. George is also planning an update
to the Concessions Book.

•

TPI Rate - TPI Federation is engaging media consultants to further the case for a
Special Rate increase. The funding request to engage media consultants was
requested at the recent Federal TPI Congress and Qld abstained from voting. A
further request was subsequently made to states to donate to the media funding
and Qld declined.
Qld SMC felt that Federation has already prosecuted the case to the highest office
(PM) and responses thus far indicated that nothing will be decided until the
Productivity Commission review is tabled and recommendations considered etc.
Qld is in the minority on this one.

•

TPI Victoria - Victoria is undergoing a major change of leadership which you
may have seen reflected in social media posts. It is understood that Victoria will
still remain in the TPI Federation.
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Maureen Rays is looking for some service boots for a display at the Bray ParkStrathpine RSL. I understand they have mannequins and now need to dress
them up. If you have some post WW2 boots; I am sure Maureen would be
pleased to have a chat about a donation or a loan.
Our BBQ on Friday 5 April was a cheerful little gathering, and as it
turned out Huey once again looked favourably upon us. We did
manage a magnificent morning.
I have two groups to thank, and the first is one we tend to overlook.
As we set up for the day this group of galloping gourmets prepares
our fresh salads and butters our bread rolls, as well as bring along some treats for our
set up crew - thank you ladies.

And, of course we have our super chefs who prepare and cook our BBQ – thanks
fellas. And, who said our cooks don't have fun?
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Our March Social event was bus trip and overnight stay at Twin
Towns where we saw the Sounds of The Supremes show. The trip
occurred too late last month for me to give you a report, so here are
some reminders of those two brilliant days.
On the way down we
managed to locate and
drop into Poppy’s Chocolate Shop. What
a great stop! We topped up on some
choice chocolate treats.
We were also provided with a show on
hand-made chocolates, and here we are
all agog and watching intensely. I won’t
elaborate on what happened next because what happens in a chocolate shop stays
in a chocolate shop, or until the first opportunity to eat some.

After the chocolate experience we were off to Twin Towns, for a feed and to see the
Supremes show. The show was a musical tour of the Supremes journey. Although
some of the audience may not have recognised all of the songs from The Supremes
many albums, they did sing all the favs for us. We had great seats, and were not
supposed to take photos, but I did manage a couple. Here is one for you.
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I couldn’t allow this occasion to pass without mentioning our lunch stop on the return
journey. As if chocolate and dinner the previous day were not enough, we had another
remarkable repast on our way home, stopping at Harrigan’s Pub for lunch.
Many thanks to Beryl for organising this remarkable journey, and here are some
photos from lunch which we were pleased to share with TPI Ted.

We were so happy with this venue (friendly staff, good service and plenty of quality
food) that we will return here in the future, possibly for a Christmas In July lunch
And before I finish off this
segment, you will have noticed in
the photos above that TPI Ted
was working the room quite
effectively. You also will notice
that eventually he received his
just reward - a coldie. I wonder
whether that was the reason
Diana had to rescue Ted from his
tipsy antics?
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In April we went on a different musical journey, the
second in a short time that showcased women, and
this one focussed on a very important issue.
On Saturday 6 April, after meeting up in Redcliffe for
a lovely lunch at Café 63 (next to the RSL) we strolled
over to the Redcliffe Entertainment Centre to see
Menopause the Musical.
I provided a rundown of the show in my last report, so I won’t go there again. The show
included one spot of audience participation and, as it happens, it was visited upon one
of our vets. I won’t name him, but if you were to whistle; I would probably point at
Bruce Cox. By the way, Bruce is a natural and played his part fantastically well.
So, a couple of photos. The first shows the girls having some pre-show fun.

This second photo almost
catches Bruce and the cast
member in their routine.
Bruce very cleverly (spur of
the moment) reflected the
gestures of the cast!
You will need to forgive my
attempt at a photo in this
situation because we had
no idea this would happen,
let alone to one of us – it
was dark and we were told
(as usual) not to take
photos, so I had to swoop swiftly and surreptitiously.
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We had a sausage sizzle in April to raise funds that support our
social and welfare efforts. On this day we had good weather,
great volunteers and made a good profit considering it was a
Monday. Perhaps it helped that school holidays had begun and
parents were buying snags for their umpteen kids.
A big thank you to everyone who helped that day, especially those who ventured into
the hot house for the first time – it is not all work and some horse play does creep in
at times.

We need to be careful
when the second shift
looks at you all innocentlike because they are
probably about to cook
up a superb storm of
sizzling snags for the
starving hordes.

And what about this
shift? I think George
may trying to force a
reluctant Paddy to
eat one of the snags
he cooked. I have
always said that we
have fun at these
events, so if you
haven’t been to one,
come along and join
in the fun.
But…it isn’t all play,
there is always plenty of
work to do, including
clean up on the last
shift.
Oh yes, once again I
managed to get hold of
this photo of the middle
shift.
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RAAC CORPORATION - OPERATION HAMMER
This item was extracted from a notice issued by the
RAAC Corporation and refers to a planned anniversary
to be held on 6 June. If you are interested, you should
contact the RAAC Corporation or your RAAC unit
association.
On Friday 6 June 1969, Australians became involved in
a battle to free the village of Binh Ba from the clutches
of elements of 1Company 1/33 NVA Regiment and
medical company and elements of D440 Viet Cong
Battalion including their signal platoon.
It became one of the most significant battles of the Vietnam conflict and its success
resulted in the development of the Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT)
doctrine.
The battle was unique in that it was fought along the lines of conventional warfare and
in a town, rather than that of guerrilla warfare which characterised Australia’s
involvement in Vietnam.
The use of Armour as a combat multiplier in direct support of elements of 5 RAR, along
with other support elements from Artillery, Army Aviation, Engineers and RAAF, all
combined to defeat a numerically superior force which had turned Bin Ba into a welldefended stronghold. It was on every level, a perfect example of the effectiveness of
a Combined Arms operation. The 50th anniversary of the Battle of Binh Ba is to be
commemorated at a National Service of Remembrance on Thursday 6 June 2019.
For their part, the cavalry fought with tenacity, and their fire power was a
significant contributory factor to the comprehensive defeat of the large enemy
force. But for the action of the APC crews, who on numerous occasions
protected tanks that had sustained damage from the unrelenting rocket attacks,
the losses to the tanks and their crews would have been substantially higher.
The strategy of having the tanks and APCs operate together proved effective in
this house-to-house battle environment. The fire power that both armoured units
contributed to the battle was the significant factor.
The presence of armour, particularly the tanks, and the mobility we had to enable
us to break out. It was really quite remarkable there were so few casualties and
that protection element from armour was very important. If we had been
dismounted, we would have been bogged down and may even have been
overrun. Given the ferocity with which the enemy was attacking the armour and
given what we were up against, it gave great testimony to the advantages of
armour.
The Battle Honour Binh Ba was awarded to:
• 1st Armoured Regiment
• 3rd Cavalry Regiment
• The Royal Australian Regiment
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As usual, we commemorated ANZAC Day at the
Redcliffe ceremony and placed a wreath on behalf
of our Redcliffe TPI Family. Again, as usual, we
were represented by two generations of veteran;
who represented two services (Army and Navy).
The dawn and morning Redcliffe services draw
larger crowds each year. The dawn service was
attended by a massive crowd, and attendance at
the morning march and service wasn't far behind.
I didn’t manage to get a photo of all our Redcliffe TPI Family members in attendance
at the morning service, but the following photos show some of them. I don't know why
some were incognito.
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Also, our Redcliffe TPI Family was represented at the Burpengary commemoration
ceremony – not sure who took the photo, but thanks for sharing it.

And remember: the older we get the less things are worth waiting in line for.
Take care,

Phil
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Trivia Answers
1. Sphygmomanometer
2. Horses, dogs, carrier pigeons, mules, donkeys, cats,
turtle, cockatoo, rooster, owl, cows, ring tail
possum and a monkey. There could be more,
but these are the ones listed in the Australian
War Memorial.
3. Sydney, the Sydney harbour Bridge is nicknamed the
“CoatHanger.”.
4. Eleven.
5. The Big Toe.
6. Twenty Two.
7. Maia, the Greek goddess of fertility.
8. Badger.
9. Salt.
10. Harry Houdini.
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Sore Back? Get Relief Now
Gold Card holders pay no charge for Physio appointments

Do you want a Physio who understands you?
Our Physios have 50+ years of
experience helping Veterans
just like you
One on One appointments in
private air conditioned rooms.
Full privacy with no curtains

Get relief with hands on Physio
No hotpacks or tingling machines

For an appointment please call us on 38801649
Dr’s referral required
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